’43 cents per gallon’

Alcohol fuel demonstrated
by Brian Wirth
"What we’re trying to do is get the oil
companies off people’s backs," said David
Blume about his campaign to enable people to
operate their cars on pure alcohol instead of
gasoline.
Blume was in San Jose last week from
Thursday through Sunday displaying his still and
alcohol-powered pickup. The display was part of
an exhibition at the San Jose Convention Center
designed to expose people to new ideas and innovations.
"Automobiles are much more flexible than
people think," Blume said. "You can run a car
on a lot of things besides gas, such as benzene,
alcohol and propane. All you have to do is make a
few tuning specifications and changes in the
carburetor."
And, Blume says, anyone can produce
homemade ethanol fuel for 43 cents per gallon.
Blume operates the American Homegrown
Fuel (’ompany, located at 864-B Haight St. in San
Francisco.
Blume holds classes to teach people how to
convert their cars so they can operate on
ethanol. He also teaches people how to build a
still to make their own fuel, and how to obtain
federal and state permits.
"In our classes, we discuss the history of the
engine, how it works, and what other countries
are doing to alleviate the gas shortage problem,"
Blume said.
Richard Scott, an engineer for the Department of Energy branch in San Francisco, is
skeptical of Blume’s claims that he can produce

ethanol at 43 cents a gallon.
"I don’t believe it," Scott said. "Right now,
the federal government can only produce ethanol
at between $1.20 and $1.80 a gallon.
"If he can produce it cheaper than that, I’d
quit my job here and invest in what he’s got,"
Scott added.
Blume said the federal government is
mistaken. "You see, the government always
thinks of large, complicated processes to
produce something to sell for profit," he said.
"They forget that people don’t always do
things for profit," Blume added.
Blume said that the government bases its
figures on producing ethanol from corn only,
which is the reason the cost of producing the fuel
would be so high.
"What we can do is produce ethanol from
anything; crank case oil, apple peelings, orange
peelings, corn, wood, a lot of things," Blume
said.
"There are many advantages to running
your car on pure alcohol," Blume continued. In
fact, it’s superior in every way. With alcohol, you
get better acceleration, fewer emissions, good
mileage, and your car will last at least 100,000
miles longer.
"Alcohol is a much better fuel," he added.
"If you threw a match into a tank of alcohol, it
might burn, but it wouldn’t explode like gasoline.
Also, alcohol is a much cleaner burning fuel than
gas. An alcohol-operated engine will run at least
200 degrees cooler than one running on gas."
Blume said that all one needed to do to

convert his car to run on ethanol is to get bigger
jets on the carburetor, replace all plastic fuel
lines with metal, because alcohol would
deteriorate plastic lines, and advance the engine
timing 25 degrees, depending on the car.
"The oil companies have been very negative
on what we’re doing," Blume said. "In fact,
representatives from two very large
conglomerates I who wouldn’t identify who they
were working for) wanted to buy us out at any
appropriate price. We turned them down.
"Just recently, someone broke into our
warehouse and tried to sabotage our little
operation," Blume continued. "They tried to
monkey around with our demonstration
equipment and poured sugar in my gas tank.
"That little stunt would have ruined any
other car, but because my pickup runs on
ethanol, it only took me two hours to clean out the
engine," Blume said.
Blume said if anyone put him out of business,
"Someone else would just come along and take
my place.
"I think the oil companies are trying to stand
in my way because there’s no way they can
monopolize the making of alcohol," Blume said.
"Anyone can make it."
Blume’s ethanol classes are held on
specified Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
cost to attend the class is $45.
The still to make the ethanol costs $500 to
build and about $2,000 to buy outright. It can
produce ethanol at eight gallons an hour, Blume
claims.

b y Mark Schwab

Dave Blume’s "still" converts solid waste to alcohol.
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Hughey appointed
dean of Applied
Arts and Sciences
by Carla Alvarez
Andrew Hughey has been named the new dean of SJS’U’s School of
Applied Arts and Sciences. Hughey plans to assume his position as dean
in June or July
’Ite Lit’ Currently Veda! iiiitant toll* prints! and an asioeiate
=lessor of education at the University of Pittsburgh in Pittsburgh,
Hughey will replace interim dean Mary Bowman. Bowman filled the
vacancy left in August 1979 by Stanley Burnham who left to become vice
president for academic affairs at Northern Montana College at Havre,
Mont.
Hughey was appointed by SJSU President Gail Pullerton from among
three candidates selected by the school’s Decimal Search Committee.
The committee choose the these from five candidates. Bowman was the
only candidate who 13 currently at SJSU.
"I am delighted to be a part of Son Jose State tradition and delighted
to work with the School of Applied Arts and Sciencea," Hughey said
during a telephone interview Friday.
"I feel it is a very strong school, and one ofasais is to maintain
that strength, continue to move forward and keep
Its quality."
SJSU is not new to Hughey. He interned in
administration
here for a year beginning in 197. The internship was sponsored by the
American Council on Education.
He was "very well received" at that time, according to Associate
Prof. Harold Gustafson of the Health Science Department and member of
the School of Applied Arts and Sciences DactinsISelection Committee.
"I think he has all the necessary experience to make an excellent
dean," said Donald Rebind, director of the Division of Technology and a
member of the selection annmitlit.

Event creates awareness

Gym a ’hassle’ for disabled
by Janet Fields
It was embarrassing to put on
a wheelchair basketball game and
have the inaccessability of the Men’s
Gym so obvious," said Mary Crow,
director of Awareness Week,
sponsored by Disabled Services and
the Associated Students.
The inaccessability of Spartan
Gym to handicapped persons attending Wednesday night’s
wheelchair
basketball
game
demonstrated
the
need
for
awareness. The game was part of
Awareness Week for the disabled.
"It was obvious that the four
little steps ( in Spartan Gym) caused
a big hassle," Crow said.
"Hopefully, people who went to the
game were aware."
A lift was being used to raise
persons in wheelchairs above the
steps, but it was not working
properly, Crow said. There was no
accessible women’s bathroom or
drinking fountain, Crow pointed out.
The drinking fountain that is accessible to persons in wheelchairs
was broken, she added.
Work has been done on campus
to make buildings more accessible
to the handicapped, such as putting

Last day to register for primary
Today is the last day to register
or California’s June 3 general
lection.
Highlighting the June ballot will
is the U.S. presidential primary and
ontroversial Proposition 9.
The Associated Students will
la ve three tables on campus betmen 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. to help in the
ist-day registration drive.
One table will be located in front
f the Student Union, one between

the Men’s and Women’s Gyms and
one on the wooden bench between
the Reserve Book Room and the
library construction site.
On the primary ballot will be
active Democratic candidates
President Carter, Sen. Edward
Kennedy and Gov. Jerry Brown.
Although Brown dropped out of the
race last month, he was unable to
take his name off the ballot in time.
Active candidates on the
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Republican side will be former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan and
former CIA Director George Bush.
In addition to the primary and 12
propositions, the ballot contains the
candidates for the 10th, 12th and 13th
U.S. Congressional seats, state
senatorial and congressional seats,
Santa Clara County Supervisors for
districts 2,3 and 5, and the Directors
for the Santa Clara County Water
District seats.

in elevators, Crow added. But there
are not enough funds to make all the
necessary adjustments, she said.
More than 100 persons attended
the basketball game. It was a fastpaced, exciting game between the
Peninsula Golden Spokes and the
Golden State 76’ers, with the Spokes
winning 55-44. Both teams are
ranked in the top 20 out of 130 teams
in the National Wheelchair
Basketball Association.
Dave Efferson, a 26-year-old
occupational therapy major at
SJSU, is one of the top players for
the Spokes. He is a candidate for the
Olympic Wheelchair basketball
team and has played on international teams.
"At first I had my doubts about
playing," Efferson said. "But, now
I’m hooked."
The two teams, whose regular
season is over, played the exhibition

game for free.
"We try to draw other disabled
persons into sports, and exhibition
games are a good way to do it,"
Efferson said.
The teams are not professional,
but are on the same level as college
sports. The games are "a lot more
competitive than people have in
mind," Efferson said. "The athletes
put a lot of time into training."
Spectators are "put -off" at first,
by the players being disabled, Efferson said. "But the pace is fast and
there is a lot of excitement," he
continued. "People enjoy it."
There was one female on the
Spokes team. But a team for women
is being started in Northern
California, Efferson said.
The games are played according
to NCAA rules with a few exceptions. In dribbling, a player
cannot take more than two con-

secutive pushes on the chair without
shooting, passing or bouncing the
ball.
The players are very agile. They
control the chair, which is considered part of the player, at high
speeds.
Several players fell from their
chairs during the game, but play is
not stopped unless there is a chance
of danger to the fallen player.
For halftime entertainment,
"Out of Sight," a band from the
Santa Clara Valley Blind Center,
performed. The audience clapped
and sang along with the kazoo band,
which played old songs such as
-When the Saints Go Marching In"
and "When You’re Smiling."
It is a "happy band," said
director Joe Trubic.
Spirit leaders from Campbell
High School also performed during
halftime and cheered for the players
during the game.

Anthropologist Goodall
discusses sex and chimps
by Joan Casserly
Sexual
and
"Dominance
Among
ChimRelationships
panzees" was the subject of a speech
delivered by anthropologist Jane
Goodall Wednesday night at the San
Jose Center for the Performing Arts
before an audience of approximately
550.
Goodall, who is celebrating her
20th anniversary of studying wild
chimpanzees in Tanzania, East
Africa, was scheduled to appear
only at one other college besides
SJSU while she is in the United

States. The speech was sponsored by
Associated Students and the SJSU
Anthropology Department.
Chimpanzees show "uncanny
similarities to the human species,
and that is why they the chimpanzees) are so fascinating and need

to be studied," Goodall said.
Goodall, who began her study in
1960 stated, "chimpanzees live in a
male-dominated society. They are
organized into a hierarchy where
one male is at the top."
-continued on back page

impact
Prop. 9 speculation varies at SJSU
This is Part 3 M a series on possible layoffs of SJSU employees.
by Boni Brewer
The impact of the Proposition 9 income tax-cutting initiative on jobs
here at SJSU depends a lot on what type of cut the California State
University and Colleges system would take.
While that is anything but clear, the CSUC Chancellor’s office
predicts some layoff because 85 percent of all funding goes to personnel.
Prop. 9 cut estimates have ranged anywhere from 6 to 30 percent of
current funding by the state Department of Finance.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton approved an Academic Senate request
last month that each department draw up contingency budgets reflecting
10,20 and 30 percent cuts.
There is argument over whether faculty should be laid off by the
current seniority system or by some kind of merit system.
"But we shouldn’t decide how to lay off until we decide if we lay off,"
Political Science Prof. Terry Christensen said.
"I’m kind of annoyed that we’re setting up the mechanism for our
own destruction," Christensen said. "We’re telling them how to get rid of
us that they don’t need us. Well, I think they do need us."
But other people here don’t think it’s wise for SJSU to wait until after
Prop. 9’s June 3 vote to talk about where cuts can be made.
Recent polls indicate the public mood is swinging against Prop. 9, but

Executive Vice President Jack Coleman said the university is responding
with "conservative optimism."
But there is still "no question" that enrollments will drop over the
next decade, according to Dean of Academic Planning Jack Foote.
While this year’s enrollment of 18,104 full-time equivalent students
has not declined significantly from last year, it has dropped since 1973-74
when 20,202 FTE students were enrolled here.
If the university can be "flexible" in meeting student demands for
programs in the future, however, Coleman said he believes enrollment
drops might not be dramatic.
If that’s the case, Coleman added, saving faculty with low seniority
will depend on how well the university can juggle positions from low- to
high-enrollment programs on either a full- or part-time basis.
In Feburary, 17 letters warning of possible layoffs were sent to
tenured faculty in the schools of Social Sciences and Humanities and
Arts.
But because teachers are being shifted into higher enrollment
programs such as business and sciences when they have knowledge in
those areas, layoffs apparently will not be necessary this year, according
to Dean of Faculty Robert Sasseen.
Tomorrow, a look at how the current seniority system of layoffs at
SJSU might affe.’l tl,e gibs of ’ilium ..y and women teachers.

by Robe) Sager Whitney

Anthropologist Jane Goodall
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Howard Jarvis’ ideas: Dangerous
by Boni Brewer
’all wow,
Howard Jarvis just might be the

funniest man in show biz if he
weren’t so dangerously powerful.
But the crusty, eccentric, often

abrasive 76-year-old tax -fighter is
wielding an axe he obviously doesn’t
have a firm handle on. And he

doesn’t even pretend to care where it
falls.
It’s anything but funny.
"Political talk about the future
is crazy," Jarvis declared with
emotional fervor to roughly 200
persons at San Jose’s Holiday Inn
last week. ’We can’t even tell an
hour from now what’s going to
happen."
Slash taxes in half and double
the national defense, Jarvis insists.
"It’s as simple as that."
Human life and the human mind
are the most precious things we
have to preserve, but apparently
Jarvis doesn’t want us to think about
it.
He’s a master of the black-andwhite, absolute, emotion.
Jarvis is author of Proposition 9,
the initiative on the June 3 ballot
that would slash state personal
income taxes in half.
He also co-wrote Proposition 13,
which cut $7 billion in property taxes
from local governments in 1978.
Jarvis thinks he has a cure for
the "cancer" in our educational
system that’s creating "illiterates"
and
"permanent
welfare
recipients," and that, he says, is
worse than the Mafia.
Close all public schools in the

state - including the universities for one year so the entire system can
be revamped, he suggests.
I wonder what Jarvis thinks will
happen to 300,000 students in the 19campus California State University
and Colleges system - and all the
employees - if they had nowhere to
go for a year.
Add to that all the students and
employees in the state’s 103 community colleges, nine University of
California campuses and 1,200
school districts and welfare might
be the least of our problems.
You’d think there’d be nothing
better for us to do than watch
television all day and roam the
streets at night. but Jarvis has other
plans for our year off.
Besides n ire personal interest
in illiteracy -People who decide
elections don’t read," Jarvis
recently said in a Los Angeles Times
interview), he’s found other benefits
to wiping out school for at least a
while.
After halting all entertainment,
TV, news reports and arts, Jarvis
says "everybody" should be drafted
and mobilized in an all-out military
effort, or "You’re going to live under
a Russian communist dictatorship."
It’s odd that one of the main

warnings he raised about Co(
monism is its lack of journalis
freedom.
Jarvis adamantly claims
San Jose Mercury News "lied" in
April 27 report that the figures
campaign sent out to Califor
households of potential Prop. 9 c
are ’ deceptive."
The newspaper claimed, ba
on state Franchise Tax Board fi
ings, that Jarvis is promising s
ings of one-third to one-half hig
than they actually would be.
Now it’s easy to see that b
sides of the Prop. 9 issue are usi
figures making their own side I
best, but what’s disturbing ab
Jarvis is he doesn’t even pretend
care if he’s being dishonest.
"First of all, it’s immateri
and, second of all, it’s bullshit a
third, it doesn’t make any
ference," he told the Mercury la
in the morning in a personal
terview.
"I’m going to tell y
something. I don’t know a godda
thing about any of these figures.
a thing and neither do you and no
of us do. We don’t know a godd
thing."
Jarvis said this despite the f
he signed the ballot argument.
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Sex in advertising offensive, nearly obscene
by Janet Fields
Salt Nribq
Tht.re is a word tor ,dling sex:
prost it ution There is also a word for
using sex to sell offensive.
Although censors protect the
Hil,11. from seeing toilet bowls,

the slogans, and say what they
really mean.
It doesn’t take much thought to
realize the sexual undertones. With
all the hoopla about subliminal
advertising, censors are not
questioning such blatant offenders.

so much tor her, what can it do for
me. a consumer may ask herself. It
is quite obvious. however, that the
model doesn’t need any perfume to
be attractive.
When tempting blondes drape
themselves over cars, the price and

’When tempting blondes drape themselves over cars,
the price and gas mileage become inconsequential’
genitals or kisses that last longer
than 30 seconds, they allow double
entendres that border on obscene to
infest advertisements.
Such slogans as -I’ve been.
stroked this morning- or "Great
balls of lather" are examples of the
insults that barrage consumers.
What is ’Flick my Bic- or -Fly
me- really saying" Is it saying that
the product is a g,0011 lighter or good
airline" The advertisers might as
Koh! e the leMring slightly in

Daily Policy
l’he policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
1.etters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office JC 2081 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page. cio the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. 125
S. Seventh St.. San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name. major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment as appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily
encourages reader
- comments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.
Releases
Releases should he submitted as
early as possible to the (’ity Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.

This type of advertising is not
limited to television. Magazine and
radio station ads also contribute to
selling with sex.
A local radio station claims
-1<101 gives good radio." The
notorious KOME. a rock station, has
several slogans such as "Have you
KOME today" or "the KOME spot
on your dial." Is there no escape
from these insults?
There is a reason for advertisers
using this approach, however. The
reason, which is sad, is because it
sells.
’ Erich
Fromm.
the
psychoanalyst, once said, "Since
there is very little love in our
society, sex plays an important
role.
Melon-chested Charo reiterated
this idea, although not as eloquently,
while standing next to a car painted
by MAACO Auto Painting and
Bodyworks. -Everyone likes to look
at a beautiful body. no?" she said
with a pretense of naivete.
Some consumers buy products
because they want to look like, or at
least identify with, the beautiful
person promoting it.
A voluptuous young woman
claims the key to her success with
men is her perfume. "Smitty did it."
she says. Well, if the perfume can do

gas mileage become
inconsequential. If one buys the car,
will gorgeous w omen be attracted?
This type of advertising plays on
insecunty and fear, the fear that one
is unattractive. There are a number
of commercials aimed at the woman
who is desperate to gets man or vice
versa.
Come on, wake up. persons
should be intelligent enough not to be
suckered into this thinking But yet,
these types of commeri Aids persist.
There are so many examples of
obscenity in advertisements that it
could fill volumes.
"I don’t
wear panties
anymore." whispers one model,
suggesting that she is sexually
liberated. But that’s not why she
doesn’t wear them. "It’s because
under all my dresses, under all my
thin knits, under all my slightly tight
pants. I wear Underalls," she says
as the camera focuses on her

Spartan Daily

many models with flawless facial
features and a large chestline
transforms a small pot of lip gloss
into lipstick form. She does this by
rubbing it between her hands as the
gloss grows taller and taller. Need I
say more?
The use of the human body and
sex for selling products is degrading
a nil insulting ( also embarrassing in
sirs’ cases. People should not be
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prudish, but should develop respe
for women’s and men’s bodies a
sexuality.
Guess what woke me up o
morning when my radio/ala
came on? "I do it every night ...
the announcer said." ... on a wat
bed from Comfort Zone. It is fir
and sensuous, yet soft."
Give me a break.

What professors will do
to win the coveted ’Dozie’
by Marjorie Isaacson
suit arii,
Though some have had sneaking
suspicions, most college students
don’t realize there is an organization
called the Students’ Humane Society
15145), which is similar in some
ways to the Animal Humane Society.
Its membership consists entirely of
college professors who specialize in
putting their students to sleep within
three class periods.
One of the more successful and
envied members of the SHS is
Professor Putasleep, who for three
consecutive years has won the
coveted Dozie Award for putting to
sleep in a single semester more
students than any of the other SHS
members.
So many students have fallen
victim to Putasleep’s motionless

methods and lifeless lecture
material that an analysis of his
approach is called for to help
students combat Putasleep’s efforts
to win the Dozie again this year.
Putasleep begins each day by
deciding what he is going to we:,
Although this may sound a bit silly to
college students, Putasleep knows
that, when it comes to putting
students to sleep, appearance is
important. That’s why his closet is
full of mix -and-match coordinates in
various shades of lack-luster gray.
For example, one of his more
colorful outfits consists of a raincloud -gray suit, dishwater-drab
shirt and matching funeral-black tie
and socks.
His appearance alone is enough
to put some of the weaker students to
sleep right away, but Putasleep has
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wiggling posterior.
The starlet selling Noxema
shaving cream sensuously says,
"Men, take it off. Take it all off."
She is talking about the shaving
cream, of course, but, from the look
of ecstasy on her face, one can’t
really be sure.
Another commercial doesn’t use
verbage, but rather action, to draw
in the sexual concept. One of the

much more up his gray sleeve f
those who don’t succumb so easily.
His most useful skill, whi
many of the other SHS membe
practice diligently to achieve, is t
slumber-inducing monotone he
effectively employs. His fla
unimaginative tone of voice
stigates many fruitless struggl
between students and their fall’
eyelids. Unfortunately, not even
old stand-by of using toothpicks
prop open their eyes has hel
students conquer the lullabye effe
of Putasleep’s desolate voice.
His monotone, coupled with h
ability to stand complete
motionless for 50 minutes ( no o
has ever seen him blink soon h
the class drifting into a deep slee
dreaming of that imaginary la
where teachers have moveable b
parts, raise and lower their voic
on occasion and have exciti
vocabularies.
When these techniques are p
Into use in an average class,
entire audience will be asleep in
or 20 minutes. However, there
occasionally a student or tw
usually seniors) clever enough t
side-step the professors’ methods.
Bringing a 50-minute supply
coffee to class is one way of coo
tering Putasleep’s tiring technique
If the professor catches on, howevet
all coffee drinkers will be punishe
by being forced to watch hi
videotaped lectures on "The life
the water beetle."
It has also been rumored tha
Putasleep is not above stealing
student’s cache of "No-Doze."
One of the more successful way
of staying awake in Putasleep’
class works well, but is considered
bit drastic.
It involves tying one end of
rope around the student’s neck, an
attaching the other end to the bac
of the chair he or she is sitting ti
When the student’s head begins I
nod, the rope tightens around his (
her neck, bringing the student I
immediate attention.
Unfortunately, the device ha
been known to backfire, resulting i
the student’s attention span bein
cut short indefinitely.
All in all, the situation look
pretty bleak for the student:
Putasleep gets smarter and smarte
each year, and usually end.s u
foiling any attempt by students t
stay awake. This meens, of coursi
that Putasleep is a shoe-in for nea
year’s Dozie winner.
Can’t you hear it now? "Th
envelope please ... And this year’
Dozie winner is that woeful]
wearisome, frightfully fatiguing an
relentlessly redundant Professc
Putasleep. Keep up the good wort
professor."
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Lady bowlers finally fade in championships
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by Catherine Cassidy
After establishing a very comfortable lead, the SJSU
women’s bowling leant gave it all away Saturday,
dropping to fourth place in the National Collegiate
Bowling Championships in Milwaukee.
But despite not making the final cut, the team did
bring home three new national records.
In the qualifying frames, SJSU racked up a 11,167, a
new national record for qualifying.
The team’s six game block of 3,808 also set a new
national mark, and Kari Holland’s four game block of 856
earned her a national record of her own.
To add to that, SJSU’s Barb Walker finished with the
high average for the tournament, a 198, which helped to
win tier a spot on the All-Tournament team and the Most

br Jeff Morris
SJSU lost the battle of homeruns in a three-game
sweep of the University of San Francisco, but more importantly the Spartans kept their hopes alive of a secondplace league finish and of obtaining an at-large berth in
the NCAA playoffs.
"We’re on a run now. Let’s keep the edge and keep
this thing alive." Spartan coach Gene Menges told his
players after a 12-11 come from behind, extra inning
victory in the bottom half of Saturday’s doubleheader.
The siieep gives SJSU a 10-5 mark in the Northern
Califoriaa Easeball Association. SJSU upped its overall
record to 28-221* pounding 35 hits for 26 runs in the threecame set
USF dropped to 3-12 in league and 11-39 overall, but
the I tons hit seven of the 11 homers in the series.
For the second time in as many weeks SJSU right
fielder Mike Brown set the pace at the plate for the
spartans.
lit IS trips to the plate. Brown had three home runs,
three doubles and the same number of singles for a total of
’even !CBI for the series.
Brown also put his name in the SJSU baseball record
book by scoring five runs in the Spartans 12-11 victory.
The five suites ties him with former Spartan Tony
Rion& who accomplished his feat in 1978.
Brown now leads the Spartans in doubles with 11,
triples with four, homers with six and RBI’s with a total of
.(8 for the season.
Third baseman Rick Dominguez used a homer, four
doubles and three singles to tie Brown for the series RBI
honors at seven.
The 5-11, 230 pound Dominguez also scored the winning
run in the bottom half of Saturday’s doubleheader.
The Spartans needed every one of the 12 runs because
they twice had to come from behind in the late innings. A
ninth inning RBI single to left by catcher Robert Cardona
t alined the SJSU rally.
got a curve ball that hung a little high," grinned
Cardona. who did not start the game because regular
catcher Mike Valentin worked the first five innings.
The loss was very hard for the Dons to take, particularly third baseman Al Smoot who had two homers
arid three RBI in the contest.
Cardona’s late inning heroics enabled SJSU’s Eric
rretteny to even his record at 1-1
USF’s Doug Ogden, who also took the loss in Friday’s
10-8 victory, was the loser in this contest and now sports a
ecord of 4-13.
Dominguez led the 14-hit Spartan attack, going fourfor-five including a pair of RBI doubles, and finished up
with five HISI for the day.
"This Li just a tune-up for next season," said
Dominguez, who earlier in the season did not show his
current prowess at the plate.
SJSU had to come from belund twice in Friday’s
opener, in which each team had two homers in the
ilinninutive USF diamond.
SJSU needed Brown’s sixth inning three-run homer to
defeat the Dons by a 4-2 count in Saturday’s opening
game
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The breaks, he said. may have had something to do
with the "Baker format," a bowling format used fur the
televised portion of the tournament.

On their homes lanes, the SJSU women had practiced
bowling with the Baker format weeks before the tournament, but Gregory admitted "they just aren’t comfortable with that type of bowling."

Instead of each team member bowling all ten frames,
the five women bowl in only two frames a piece. Whereas
the qualifying games were bowled in the regular fashion.
the Baker style was used in the final rounds and Gregory

-It wasn’t until we started bowling with the Baker
format that we screwed up," Gregory said of the fatal
final rounds.
"It’s just a screwy way to have to bowl."

They had also practiced with their counterparts, the
men’s team, which was unable to qualify for the nationals
in the sectional tourney last month.

SJSU golfers
take No. 6 spot
in Sun Devil
’rhe SJSU men’s golf team took a sixth place in the
Sun Devil-Thunderbird Golf Classic in Scottsdale, Ariz.
last weekend.
Leading a 17-team field, Brigham Young University
took top honors in the tournament as usual, posting a
three-day total of 1,080.
Banked second in the nation, Brigham Young was led
by the efforts of star Bob Clampett, who turned in a 212 for
the individual first place.
Riding close on Clampett’s tail was Utah State’s Jay
Don Blake, who also shot a three-round 212. Clampett
dominated in the tiebreaking playoff, by turning in a
hirdie on the first hole and clinching the win.
BYU was followed by host Arizona State, with 1090;
UCI,A with 1095; University of Southern California with a
1098 and Fresno State with 1103.
SJSU kept up with the pack by carding a three-round
team total of 1,106 for the No. 6 spot.
In the individual race there was a four-way tie for
third as Fresno State’s No. 1 man Tim Norris, Utah
State’s Jess Moreno and USC’s Tracy Nakazaki and Craig
Steinberg all shot 213 for the tournament.
Steve Gazzaneo provided the individual highlight for
the Spartans, getting a hole-in-one using a 4-wood on the
220-yard fifth hole.

No. 2 singles player Paul Batten and the 15th ranked Spartan tennis team
PCAA Tennis Championships in Long Beach.

begins

battle today in the

Greg Galasso and Mike Barnblatt led the Spartan
scorers, each carding 219 for the three-day event. Other
S.ISU scores were Mike Lang, 220: Alan Swank, 223 and
Steve Gazzaneo. 225.

Open PCAA tourney

EARN SUMMER FUND $
AND STILL HAVE TIME
FOR SUMMER’S SUN

Netters defend title
by Catherine Cassidy
The season has boiled
down to the big event for
the SJSU men netters defending their title in the
PCAA tennis championships
today
and
tomorrow at Long Beach
State.
And it doesn’t look as if
they will have too many
problems walking away
with the crown again this
year.
"We are pretty much
the favorites of the tournament," coach Butch
Kirkorian said. "I don’t

Mason honored again
Even though the women’s basketball season ended
nearly two months ago, honors keep coming in for SJSU’s
Karen Mason.
The Women’s Basketball News Service of Corona Elmhurst, N.Y., named Mason to the All-Region 8 team
Mason led the Spartans in scoring with a 16.2 average
and was named to the All-NorCal team earlier this season.
In other women’s basketball news, SJSU signed three
additional recruits.

think we will have a lot of
problems. There are a
couple of other tough
teams, but we should win."
Out of the PCAA field
of seven teams, there are
two which might be able to
put the heat on the Spartans, namely host Long
Beach State and UC-Irvine.
But both Irvine and
Long Beach will have to be
playing at their best if they
intend to oust SJSU out of
the championship spot.
The SJSU squad,
ranked 15th nationally,
went an impressive 16-5
overall for the season and
in PCAA play were undefeated, recording victories over Long Beach,
UC-Santa Barbara and
Fresno State.
Leading the way for
the SJSU singles con-

tingent is Nial Brash, The
Spartans’ top player, now
ranked 15th in the nation,
should be a favorite to steal
the top singles honor.
Brash captured the No.
1 singles title in 1978, and
came close to taking it in
last year’s PCAA tournament. And with a 14-4
record, with three of his
losses to nationally-ranked
players from Stanford.
UCLA and University of
Southern California, Brash
just may be coming home
with another league title.
However, he will face
some competition in 49er
Bill Porter. Porter grabbed
the No. 2 singles crown in
last year’s tournament and
has moved this year to the
No. 1 spot in the Long
Beach line-up. Irvine’s top
singles man, Jim Snyder,

MAKING CONTACTS
IN THE MUSIC
BUSINESS

eTEmpoRARiEs

also looks to give Brash a
run for his money.
In the No 5 slot, SJSU
could have a sure bet in
two-time PCAA titlist Dave
Couch,
Paul Batten, currently
ranked 27th in the nation,
will be vying for the No. 2
title against highly -touted
Ross Hessler of 1 Jung
Beach.

temporary Perworiel Service

no fee

On -Campus 5 6. 5.7
Building Q. Rm. 8A
10a.m.-3 p.m.
or call 289-9800
Spring

Ward is a forward front Iowa, where she averaged 37
points per game.
Thompson is a point guard from Long Beach anti
Brown is a shooting guard from Compton.

ORIGINAL
UNCUT! s

I Love You
Rosa
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tuesday, May 6th, 8:00 -- 9:30 p.m.
A love story. set in 19th Century Jerusalem. I Love You Rosa is
suffused with ancient religious tradition but olive with modern
concerns over women’s rights and Jewish -Arab coexistence.

$1 .00 Admission
’,00nsored by Hillel 8 Associated Students
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PEACE
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VISTA
films
See the Hitchcock thriller
Silccr Screen Film Classic

Today 8, Tomorrow
Munn? p.m

Tonight Only
8 P.M. 50t
N

Film Series Presents

The new Spartan catches include 5-10 Karen Ward, 5-6
Robin Thompson and 5-7 Sheila Brown.
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considered that to be a major factor in the SJSU lady
bowlers’ downfall in the finals.

--.Assos tAl ED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD.-SAN .XISF_ STATE I JNIVERSITY
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Dailey Auditorium
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make up.
By the 10th frame of their very last game Saturday,
they had pulled themselves up to only 32 pins out, but a
strike by opponent Erie Community College wrapped up
the game and SJSU’s chances for the national title
"They are a little let down, hut that was just the
breaks," Gregory said.

SJSU sweeps
as Brown stars

ittutiiitiiet

ed tha
aline

Valuable Player selection.
But records and honors weren’t quite enough to take
the crown, as SJSU took a backseat to No. 1 Erie Community College, runner-up State University New YorkBuffalo and third-place Penn State.
"We just started out really slow on Friday night and
couldn’t pick it up," women’s coach Terry Gregory said.
A slow start is what you might call it. SJSU had
compiled an overwhelming 282 pin lead over the closest
contender, tournament title defender Penn State, in the
qualifying frames Thursday and Friday, easily qualifying
for one of six final spots.
Then came Friday night. After a magnificent performance hours earlier, the SJSU women fell apart and
170 pins short of the lead, a deficit they were unable to

1981)

Business Bldg

May 12,1980
NO ADMISSION
CHARGE

S.U. Ballroom
8 P.M.
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ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS
SYMPOSIUM
Diane Rapaport, author of
"How to Make and Sell Your
Own Records," Hewlitt Crist
of Red Dirt Productions, and
Edward Hearn, an attorney,
Will do a FREE SEMINAR
on "Making Contacts in the
Music Business."

Room 8-50
Sponsored by Astor Podents Program lloald
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End of road for Isaacs?

Spinks springs back

!o
is

Bared Soles
Roger Myers
Sports Editor
i!!! I! the formec
w here a 0. .
fa,
mouse had ris,m under his
he who was

;ht. the
, . plog came 1.Th riding
tI, mild momentum of the
two rounds, both of
which he started with solid
punching and ended on the
ropes. sei’kirig the knock..iit that was now his only
hartrn,,,
But just as the underducked in to begin his
,.,epped
."’o right
Leered.
the

oacked off to survey the
damage, Isaacs took a tentative half-step and tumbled to the Circle Star
Theatre canvas, from
where, on hands and knees,
he looked over to his sister
sitting near his corner and
sadly shook his head, then
forced himself up.
But for Kevin Isaacs
the fight, and possibly a career, was over, officially
stopped at 211 of the
eighth round via a technical knockout.
Both Isaacs and Spinks
the tight carryis for one-way
:rip:: to boxing oblivian.
Path knew the loser’s ticket
would be punched, the ride
inevitable Both also knew
taided by naIon exposure.
.
.c., ,. th into the con.1 nee again.
.1cr r!

scaut,;

:Ind

..nted th,kill

,

Isaacs
1,:th box\ ,iissi-

r. And
was the muchparalyzing
ho won the 1978
Gold Medal in the
.111
light heavyweight division
two years
stood atop the
a his profession.

having won a split decision
in 15 rounds from his idol,
Muhammad Ali, to become
the World Boxing Council
heavyweight champ at the
ripe old age of 24.
That was in February
of 1978. Seven months later,
Ali danced his way to a 15round unanimous decision
in the Battle of New Orleans to regain the title for
an unprecedented third
time.
Since then. Spinks,
whose style was once likened to an iron ball smashing condemned buildings,
had begun to self-destruct
In his first fight after
the loss to All, Spinks
lasted all of two minutes
against South African Gerrie Coetzee.
His boxing career was
quickly becoming as checkered as his police driving
record. Even with wins
over lesser opponents such
as Alfredo Evangelista, he
registered only an 8-2-2
mark before Saturday.
But while Spinks came
into Saturday’s fight
seeking to re-enter the
limelight so fleetingly focused on him at one time,
Isaacs was hoping foi
merely his first taste of recognition.
Since turning pro in

!ellsh)cked in 4-0 loss
,.

with just over 15
go. as Steve But.. t! it past Hewitt.
t ts from
vies and
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’toms now has five
ttt - for the season, three
at which have been against
the Earthquakes.
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The Sr.un.lers got Ihret
of those goals within a five
minute span early in the second half. tw,. cv itater
Itavms intl
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The Sounders had earher shipped San Jose 1-0 on
April 17 at Spartan Stadium. Davies’ goal with
just 7.06 remaining was the
diffei-ence
Hu, this was an improved Sounder team. The
addition to the offense of
English star Tommy
Hutchison. playing his first
match for the team, gave
the Sounders a potent offense to go along with their
blistering defense
,. Jack Brat cd. anehoriag the hest defense in
the North America:: Sot enr

League, picked up his sixth
shutout in seven games.

he Pd!,/
In what was Kevin Isaacs lone uprising of the fight, the 200 -pound Isaacs (right) landed a solid right cross, sending
s went flying off Leon Spinks in round six of Saturday’s fight at Circle Star Theater. Spinks earned his ninth career
professional win with a technical knockout in round eight.
1973, Isaacs had garnered a
mediocre record of 12-6-2.
Both Larry Holmes and
Ron I,yle own knockout
wins over him. The only
other noteworthy opponent
Isaacs had faced, and been
beaten by, is Stan Ward,
the California state heavyweight champ. who won the
main preliminary fight
Saturday with a 10th round
of Jimmy Ingram.
In his tune-up bout for
Spinks, Isaacs managed
only a draw with no-name
Leroy Caldwell.
In short, Saturday’s
Spinks-Isaacs fight was the
classic cliche confrontation. Both fighters stood at
the brink of elimination
from the national boxing
scene, their backs against
the wall in do-or-die situations.
The first round set the
tone for the entire fight.
With World Boxing Association heavyweight !Mist

Brand now has given
up just two goals in 659
minutes this season for a
league leading 0.27 goals-against average.

Larry Holmes in attendance. Spinks quickly
backed Isaacs into the
ropes and Isaacs’ corner
continually screamed for
him to "get off the ropes.
Don’t stand there, move
around the ring."
Even at 204 pounds,
Spinks was quicker than
his lighter opponent, that
much was obvious from the
way Spinks’ punches found
their mark, while Isaacs
had to labor to score points.
In one exchange in
round two, Spinks caught
the underdog with a brutal
left cross that snapped Isaacs’ head back.
The pattern remained
the same through five
rounds: Spinks forcing Isaacs to the ropes and Isaacs counter -punching
when possible. All five
rounds went to Spinks.
Yet somewhere, possibly with a powerful
combo in the third, Isaacs
forced a swelling under
Spinks’ left eye. and as the

EARN TOP $ $
If you’re looking for work -- we can help. Tempo.
rarity Yours Will be on ampus May 6, to help you
find work immediately or during summer vacation.
Work available in most areas. Come on in and let
us help you put your skills to work. We will be lo.
’ aced at
(Career Planning & Placement)
Room 9A
10am to 3pin
ask about OW

-The best teams in the
world would have trouble
breaking their defense
down." noted San Jose
coach Bill Foulkes.
The Sounders improved their record to 6-1 with
the victory, the second best
mark in the NASI.. The
Earthquakes, dropping to
0-5, try again to win one Saturday at Spartan Stadium,
as they host the New England Tea Men

5y. 7

In the si enth ci milo

Then came the eighth

and disaster for Isaacs an
salvation, quite probably,
for Spinks’ career. WBCe
crown holder Mike Weavenr
lurks in Spinks’ future.
As for Isaacs, while not
immediate word was forthr
coming intimating retire.
merit, as far as contentiore
for a world championshipwas concerned, Isaacs
di eani 5a,, ail but ended.

’RA

BOOKSTORE
celebrates

CINCO de MAYO
all books on Latin & South America

i50% OFF!
MAY 5-9
ON TENTH

AT

SAN CARLOS

for more information call Vicki at

243-3370

Scheduled service with no restrictions makes

The Temporary Help Place

Europe
Easy.

shape UP

1
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Isaacs’ barrage was quelled and Spinks barrelled in,
using three rights and a jab
at the end of the round to
score at will. Isaacs apparently defenseless against
Spinks’ punches after he le!
Spinks get away when it appeared the Brooklyn boxer
had Spinks in trouble early
with three solid lefts

WIN A T-SHIRT CONTEST

for .
AnteriCa"
oCOLOR
!,!PafriftiT

former champ engaged Isaacs in round six, he found
himself fighting hard to
stave off a fierce attack.
Using primarily uppercuts while leaning against
the ropes, Isaacs scored repeatedly with both hands
and possibly took the
round. though Spinks
finished round 3ix strong.
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THIS
COUPON

RENEW
PROCESSING
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WENEVi
CAMERA STORE

40 South first St.
San lore
279.1681

Easy on the pocketbook:
The youth of Ament.., is duping
Lip. In more ways than tale. Keeping
,ictiee in mind :ind hody reflects the
new attitude!, on college c42,11,,,s,,,
There’s .1 licaltkit .ensc repotnibilin
mid
ern ’bison tont, cow’.
and the haute of Amer IL
There’s a new spirit of pulling
together and providing the leadership
needed to keep the peace. And to make
.1 better world foi voting Americans
concerned al, illdiva fla, ire.

If pure a concerned student
who’s shaping up for what’s ahead.
Army ROT(’ would like to talk to you
IIaur ,thal,in.lups, financial
Ii ler hip training.
’,mines mid .1 lot mole.
!t.
he I k.parrmerir of
!axe on your campus and
talk r
rhere’s a lot more to Army
TAke new
11011 !!!,!!, nu.,e, the

"Call Chris Clarke at 277-2985 for more information."

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

Starting May 13: L.A. to Shannon:
only $409 one way, $747* rotund
trip. L.A. to Amsterdam: just 8419
one way, $747" round trip. Add
$25 for our Shannon, Amsterdam
stop-over flight. Round trip
fares to both Amsterdam
and Shannon are
effective through
December. 1980.

Easy to put together.
No advance purchase requirements. No length of stay rules or
cancellation fees. Plus the option
to land in (Inc country and leave
from another. Call
your travel agent or
call Transamerica
Airlines toll -free at (80))1
228-5800. We fly to more
places in more countries
than any other airline.

Transamerica
Airlines
nsub,.., In
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Gardens

Recycling

Center is open this semester Wed .
. 11 ..m 2prn and Sat and Sun . 10am
40.. WI collect newspaper, card
burn
glass, aluminum and tie
cans. ,,lease flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries We’re across
from Spar tan Stadium on the corner
01 S 711, and Hurnbalt its Bring
Your reCyClables and come out and
Support us Vii infects welcome.
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N
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75 tents per e pack
that.
Simple instr ’Mons and top quality
. ingrechen, make EVERY customer
success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in -oming to
YOUR pad sit the future After all,
Where can they net a European type

lust be happy to rap more with you
On Friday nights from 7 to loin the
ileerMakerS Pub, next door to the
:

BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040W. Oh Street

San Jose, 2U 6647
Store open: Wed. thru Sal I am. to
6 p.m.. 4days
ARE you graduating? what better
time to have a beautiful award
winning color portrait created by
John Eric Paulson. Call John at 440
2163.
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SH DDDDDD FOAM MUSSER .65
cents per lb. No limit. tall 293.2954.
BASS DDDDDD Precision with Case
Walnut finish, eicellent condition.
50750, ofler Call 267 3166
3 BEDROOM home near SJSU
campus Asking Si 11,000 Owner can
help finance Call 294 7579 alter 4
P m
hide a way bed Good con
Queen Vie sleeper $70 or
best offer Phone 206 0280 alter 5
or 272 3376.

Inquines

Mad

Dog,

Virg 33606.
101 FREE Inagazinest Complete list
of 101 magazines you can subscribe
to free Subtects: Wildlife, Science,
B usiness, Travel, etc. Send 112 to
COSMOS Products, 664 College Ave.,

SAN JOSE ’63 VW BUG. Not
drivable, but over MOW worth of
salvageable parts. r.e., new sunroof,
new seats, newly reborlt undamaged
engine, etc Best offer Call 213 699
2032.

or

write

Pendleton,

1515

Westmont Road, Whittier, CA 90601.

frequency response NH, to 20k143,
5350. 7S8’6464.

discuss

Lesbian Caucus

3

best

ENTERPRISES,
c

Help Wanted
r

Internship

WedneSdayS 2276 Maywood Ave.
P.O. Box 1865, San Jose 95109. Call
MOW.

1st No. 2215 or call 2974644. Over 18,

Planning

Training

and

own car.

or academic concerns Come see us
in our new office in Room 223. Ad
Ministration Building 7th and San
Pernaindo streets. Call377.3064.
CALL the School of Ballet Arts for
info
in classes at new spat..
studio 1104 Lincoln aye Auditions
for Upcoming performances
991 2416 or 2060110

Call

SKI CLUB is electing new officers on
Thursday,May 8 at 1:30 P.m. in
Engineering
in
Make yourself
heard! Sign up now, The Barn
Dance is finally here. Sunday. May
4, from 4 ii at Coyote Rance, Look
here for details Only One Month left

CAB drivers needed. Full and parttime drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 25 years of age or older. Male and
female. All Oats available Call
King Cab I 293-9044.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS!
Sailing Expeditions.

Cruiseshrps.

Sailing Camps No experrence. good
Pay Summer. career Nationwide,
worldwide.
Send
5405
for
ap
to
referrals
plicatron,
nfo,

time sales. Sell Mr tel
stations in California. Join a fast
growing. dynamic organitation with
Top cow
12 nears experience
rnissionspaid in advance. Spoor day
Wiii train Call 666 1521.
SALES oriented students wanted.
Industrious, active, to develop sales
organization for S.F. Chronocle and
wage
Minimum
Examiner
corn
high
against
guaranteed
missions Can earn 5100 to $300 per
week. Year round rob it desired. Call

Calif .

Persona/

interview

We Call 14151 79343113

AMUSEMENT

3

YOU can earn big money in the mail
order business! With some time and
Ofort, you can earn some money to

1

pay tar the thongs you want! For

Security,
Roundup ride ape
part
time
Sales
Immediate
openings, full time summer. Apply
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
NOW
AMUSEMENT PARK, WS Mon.

MM., write to Capricorn Industries.

terey Road.

information,

referrals to Lakeworld 20, Box 60129.
2335 Watt Avenue. Sacramento, CA

rag to work with management team
in downtown Tokyo, one the world’s
most exciting cities. Eciting poten
with skill and taper,
hal for
newly.
ence to develop and m
implemented data processing dB
partment handling all processing
phases of general business applications. Starting salary of 417.000 per
annum, plus liberal housing. cost of

park

fun

...

Last

E

XCELLENT

Call 2315944 or 197-4357

and

hours.

flexible
clerical per.

Nursing and
sonnet needed. Aides Whr., LVN’s

BUDGET FLIGHTS IPSO, Domestic
flights
int
moat
let
anywhere at discount fares. We also
all charter operations
Hawaii ..
.
(including Laker)

Identity
Student
hair removed 10
Confidential.
355

UNW
Specialist.

.

at

experience

DO YOU WANT some advice, Do
you want to settle an argument? Do
Y. want to get someone elses

SKI CLUB’S Barn Dance is
Sunday. May 4, starting at 4 p.m.
Hot dogs, beer. square dancing.
hayrrdes and more for only 55
at
56
non members.
members,
Coyote Ranch. South on Monterey
Highway Get maps from any office.
L ECT IONS on Thursday. Mayo, in
Engineering 137 at 7.30 pm Come
out to the most important meeting of
on
PARTY
BEACH
year.
the
Saturday. May 10 at 10 a m Bring
your own food, bee, provided. Let’s
party before finals get here!
OVEREATERS ANNONYMOUS No
dues or fees we care. Telephone: C
O U RAGE.
SIERRA CLUB: Lenny Groner will
speak On -The Natural History of
Nepal," Tues.. at 7 30 p.m in the
S U Guadalupe ROOM. Information
concerning the May 10,11 "Russian
R lye, Canoe Trip" May also be
obtained at then...ling.
wain to get
rich quick? How hard are you
wiling to work toe it? Ever wanted
it own your own company or corp?
PARTNER W

required. Excellent pay, worldwide
travel. Summer lob or
. Send
53.00 for information to SEAFAX,
Dept. C,6, First and Laurel streets,
Port Angeles, Washington 111363.

13,240
Mks,
MOTOGUZZI,
70
miles, Paring, crash bars. Iloor
5784601.
Call
boards. S2,300.
74 TOYOTA Corolla. 4.spd. VG.
Amon*. mind. A/C, AM/FM radio,
now him. MOIL Call 277.8570.

9

Includes one dinner and $U in casino
chips Trip was first place Prim Will
sell tor SISO Call Jim at 271 1621.

408274006

ADVENTURE
ONAL
.. backpack in the Alps, sail in
Greece, raft in Alaska or even ex

and
Chi)
(Sigma
PAT
E SPECIALLY the girl who gave me
the confect about my lost bracelet
Thank you SO very much.

afore Africa on Mot Gel out with Ad
venture Unique. IT Washington St.,
Santa Clara Wrote tor brochure or

MALE STRIPPER
Entertaining for women

call 243 4170 -Outdoor Specialosts "
LOCAL OUTINGS Custom made tor
groups. 1 to 11days length

TO

Cupcake!

Ember (Quack. Quack, Quack).

14011 286 4139 after S p.m. Ask for

me plus I/3 ofit. Call 159-4817.

Kenny.
POLICE Officer, City of San Jose.
Must be bilingual, Spanish/English.
21 to 34 years of age. 2 years of
college. Fluent in Spanish. For more
information, call SJP11 Recruiting
01 277-4011

ROOMMATE WANTED: Real nice]
brm., 2 ha. apt.. 10 min. from school.
Pool, suana, rec, room, tennis. I am
an Aero senior. Must be over 21 and
neat. 5175/me. Call Sala, 794.1367.

Silly

17

Marker of a

19

Out of line

20

Cogito, ego -

21

Amphibian

22

Members of SAC

23

Stew

25

Announced

53
54
56
57
58
59
60
61

Museum

27

Literary sketch

31

Word with elder

1

Or rasp

2

With lacy ornamental work

3

35

Desertlike

4

36

Ancient
Phoenician city

6

5

Neighbor of

7

Wash.

8

Place for a

9

37

Typing

38

benchwarmer
TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs eke Resumes, theses, reports,
vitae,, term reports. letters. Ow

Services

charts
graphs.
fitC
Sc Valley area Call
KATHIE at 5711 I211. a m to 9 p
I am also on the Graduate Office

11 First-rate: Slang
12 Individualist
Slang
13 Reporter’s aim
18 See 13 Down
22 Dickensian
character
24 Summer affair
25 Farmland
sights
27
see: Lat.
28 Period
29 Abound
30 Apply a border
31 Fish
32 Gold -medal
winner Heiden
33 Outing in a car
34 The last word
36 Forefathers
DOWN
39 To allow. Fr.
Makes lace
40 Poisonous
shrub
In the year 42 Soundest
Lord
44 Edge along
Fraternity letter
45 Do -Globe
Ease, as a seam 46 Relative
47 Dutch painter
WWI craft
48 A great deal
Loving
49 Campus gp
Retainer
50 Chew at
Using, as a
52 River into
phone
the Baltic
Certain hotel

40

Amiens’ river

41

Hollywood item

accommoda-

54

- tree

42

Drone

tions

55

Devil s helper

10

’orates

MIME MMMill ME=
ME= ME= MEM=
MMEMMIIMME MM.
MEM MEMO MEM
MINIM WM=
MEM IMMEMEMM
EMMEN EMEMEMMOM
ME= ME= MEM
MOMMINIMME MOM
NMEMMEMM MI=
EMI MMEMME
MINIM= ME= MUM
MOM MMEMMEMEM
MIN= MN= MIME
=MOM ME= =OM

Approved Typist List
TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed.Experienced
in masters. reports. dissertations
Graduate
SJSU
Approved
by
Department IBM Sel II South San

No blood test required
No waiting
Confidential -Legal

Blossom

Jose.

ald

Valley

Call

area

Janet at 227 9525

998-0149 (Any time/
TYPING: Term papers, resumes,
si,pg and up Ism
letters, etc
All
Selectric
work
Correcting

wedding
a
Your
wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson
of
Photography are epreSSiOns
for

Kitty

Cali

proofread

al

231 3099

alter 3 p.M. Please

understood

For the finest award
winning photography, call John at

PROPESSIONAL exp. typist Fast,
, reasonable. IBM Soler

44e21011,

Inc Call 25141058.

INMENT FOR WOMEN:
Male cake popper tor your next
bratsl shower or brathitlaretit Party,
Call Rick at 248.0344,

IGENT TYPING
COnnw and Gary 0470792
Thesis, term papers, etc.

TYPING

Experienced and last. Reasonable

cellation

Call 269 8674

and bafgaMe. Call IMO

editing. Theses.
dissertations, OK. Reasonable, Call
PROFESSIONAL

5/3/80
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced Selectrac II, Call 9114

Stereo
atimmomio
"MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!,
Get the best for less from A.E AU
DIO
ENTERPRISES
is
SJSU’s
complete

consumer

electron inn

buying service with nearly 300
brands
of
stereo
components.
compacts, portables and accessories
for the car, home, stage or studio
Also,
TV’s,
proiection
systems,
video recorder/cun.nd games All
items new in factory sealed cartons
with lull manufacture warranty 30
day defective exchange with option

N

My firm can handle
TYPING
anything from one letter to large
manuals or
Reports
mail lists
a
work
Quality
resumes
reasonable rrrrr Call THEE X ECU
TIVE’S ASSISTANT I 210 1141
NEED A TYPIST? All kinds of
typing done on an IBM Correcting
Selectric II Reasonable Rates Call
448 1154

father 136,
writer)
needs room or sleeping spice in
SJSU area May 411. LOU! ref Call
21110-7329 today, please!

BS

DOA Y

S U GEM

MOM 000R3
UNNMUMMO INEVION
CIMMHOUR OMB
CIENNINN
=RION
ROOM MONO
MOUND MCIONUMUMU
BOUM MOO =MOM
MMOUORIMM OW000
MOON IMMO
MENU
NOOORM
ORM BOODMON MMO
MORON MOEMOMOMM
MOON 1210111M OMB
ASE
UIILIIJ
OM

6370,

VISITING

wanted
to help
disabled in homes. Flexible Mgrs,

16

34

99110233.

Call Don or

Menu items
Strong man
Torment
- monster
Mexican water
way
Then Fr.
On the fence
Memorable
singer Lehmann
Buddies
Gnawing
problems
The West Point
of France
Mad as
- hen
’’Iolanthe" or
-The - and
the Peri"

material

Hi

love, soft, elegant and universally

Firchenge rrrrr ences
Pet at 215 74311.

Central Amer.

26

Hi
Tune,
NI Little Charlie! Love.
Harm?

MARRO?

service,

and
5)
utilities
garden
and
responsibilities. S300 per month

15

Paul’s Party Favor

photographer?

COUPLE with child to
bdrm,
house near campus with couple with
child. SHARE II child care, 21 co
op food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace, 4, paha. prrvate yard and

At a distance

type

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE 3 days,
2 nights at hotel of your chOiCe

John, P0 Box 21026, San Jose, CA
93151. For recorded message call

Capital of

14

ican tree

Call NOM 292-1613,

you and are held in strictest con
lidence So, lOr advice, write Dear

Sailing term

43
44
47
50
51

Cote d’Or

110th and Wm), San Jose, CA 95112.

Dear John.
Then write
Now you can get "A man’s point of
view, Include any name and address
you choose All replies are mailed to

LOOKING

ROOMMATE needed to share new 3
bdrm. house 10 rnin. from SJSU. 11200

-r

A.I.D. Center. Call 371.7010,
ROOMMATE
DELI OPENING
m
and checkers
needed. Full or part time, w
5 miles from campus in Milpitas.
Sandwich

Near bus. Call 9464111.

RATES

Responsible, mature, goal -oriented
male to share 2 bdrm, house with 21
year old apprentice electrician

rrrrr

CUTE COTTAGE
Near campus. $231/mo. Call

CAN YOU
CAN YOU LEARNT
DO YOU, CAN YOU,

275

19..

CALL 280 6706
ISING account rep. with
medium. Sates/graphics.
S’s/PT. "per , self mOtiyated. Call
444.010S,

APARTMENT

manager

Inc

_
free

Each
eddi

STUDIO apartment, I block Iran
caMMIL 6235/mo. Utilities p110, Call

3 lines

Two

Three

FOY

Flee

lineal

day

days

days

days

days

day

02 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

50

325

340

350

50

4 00

50

450

50

4 Imes

250

300

51,0.0

3 00

3 50

1 75

3 90

6 Imes

350

400

420

440

9984149.
ROOM near canines. Kitchen and
Mondry pow Non smoker Call
74311.

Each arldomnal line add
50

50

50

50

Minimum Three inns One DM

FEMALE ’cremate to Share 1 Nem.,
2 be. with 26 hr. old female working
student Luxury apt, Pool, sauna,
’multi Must be neat, rillIKKIMBle
.
Female
to
do
and health minded
Avail. 5/7.
log
and
light
meal
S215/mo, plus dep. C81137741179
preparation Inc disabled fernle.
_
11.50 per hr. 12 hrs per week. Call
FEMALE’ Serious, 21 plus, non
31191996.
striolim wanted to share 3 berm , 2
b lurn. apt. 2 blocks from SJSU
1I23
plus
5100
deposit
Share
EUSSOY/WAITER positions open
utditieS Peel and laundry lora/lies
E xperience preferred, will train
Write

W M. A Igoe. P0 Box 26135,
San Jose, CA e5110, for rsept

P !him

Print name

Address

rent. Call 206,74311.

Call 2774634 offer 3 p.m.

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approximately 30 letters and Spaces Or each line)

6125/r110. Call 25161346 eves. after
9:30, ask for Jim.
One

Molar

es BUICK Special wagon. Needs
transmission work. Good tires. 6100.
Call Craig at 259 ’1372.
_

5

Open 7 days:

Words used at a
coffee shop

NING COMPANY, Charter Travel
Specialists 444 E Willlanl Street

opinion?

RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room, color TV, linen and maid

THE Mouse of Genii in San Jose is
looking for TE PPANYAK I COOK
for a Japanese Steak house. Call

Rosemary

72 HONDA CISMO needs work 5500
Call 279 9251, ask for Andy

1

Ms. Bernell at 37471187.
MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships!
American, foreign. No experience

h you are really serious, there’s no
time like the present to start. Give
me a call at 194,5633 and ask for

Automotive

ACROSS

map

Mon Fri, 9-6. Saturday, 0-5, Sunday,
noon 5. TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN-

members are wekoMel
THE

Wide

Voltage
boors
Club Mod

243 OM

Clerical

Some

..

and Trude Jaffe

2. 1911111 Los Aegeln blow Sudireir

mem’ ... Backpacks
to find travel books ...
Camping
converters

terested, call 2911308.

454.

00/hr.

Insurance

WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If in

5552.

rates.

trains
selection
Hard

needed. Call New Horizons at 244-

RN’s

Edited by Margaret F

Semester Rein tell mares) 13000

Chock a Classdocatton

50

For

Enclosed

CIII

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH

TO:

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

277-3175

San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Announcments

Help Molted

Personals

Automotive

Nouesno

Swvues

For Sale

5001 .00 Found

Stereo

Deadline, two day* and, to publication
Consocut.ve publiralron dales only
No refunds on cancelled ads

El
Fur

TYPING
ISM SeleCOK II. Fast. mat and
reasonable rates. Call 251 4167.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

tssuance

and Brit114711 passes ..

USA,
lob placement
Youth
Canada and Mexico Travel
Student ships and
Hostel Cards

S.
Call 2117

INSURANCE
TRAVELER’S
for accident, trip can-

various

Card
Rail

Overseas

shared, 560 to 565 per wk. single. 122
North 0th St. Call 998.0113,

FEMALE roommate, non smoker,
serious student wanted to share 2
bdrm., 2 ba apt near Westgate. 10

SIONAL
typing.
Reasonable
rates.
Experienced.
Deadlin
teed. caii 274 1975.

RELEASE DATE -Saturday, May 3, 1980

Africa
Europe .. sia
Mexico
Australia... USA. Travel Services
Student
International
Available

Personals

Close to campus
Resident clergy

Perking. 145 per week shared, 565
per week single. 207 South 11th
Street, Office 127 North 8th St. Call

TYPING
Reasonable rates
Cal) Jeanme at 114 le/S
PROFESSIONAL

perienced

and

WEDDING

Courtyard,

al 247.4ett.

111111MIS

2946, Education 201,

15 mm, from campus. $173 plus 1/2
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facilities. Call 257-0034 after II p.m.
or leave message ior Meg at 255-

511/hr.,

struts).

Term paper., rePotte
RI/pg., double spaced

Travel

LOST Thurs, 4/27, Bike Bei, helmet
and gloves in Education Bldg- or
San Carlos St. REWARD Call 777

Housing

fireplace,

Janet al 20 Me
TYPING:
.
Call Gay,*

Typing

P rrrrrr ional services, rrrrr noble
Open 10 s M F Call 3004704
or stop by 414 E William Street.
Suite 10 (between 9th and 10th

Reasonable

JOSE

we home. Pretension&
TYPING
1593
ISM Selectfic. Call Reel

10C411 service. Showroom and rnanu
facilities in San Jose
Sounds Unique, 263-1793 Open Tues

MOVING AND HAULING. 01ace
large truck Avail, for all sorts of
lobs Call Roy at 7904917.

_
pay

Selectric.
GOOD
typist.
IBM
Ceasonable rates C11Goklie at 362.
0445 eves before it) p rn . or wknds

267 4/55
FAST accurate prolessronI typing
E cpyni000 ed If ea son b le rates C11

factoring

lic Stars and Stripes, ATTN: CMPC PO, APO San Francisco, C 96503.

OLSON’S LODGINGS.
houses across street from
campus. Kitchen, linen, maid ser.
vice. TV, and parking. $45 per wk.

Words

140 9303

Fri., 1-6, Sat, noon.5.

living, retirement, medical insurance and other Irrnee benefits. Only
energetic, goalonented and promotion minded need apply. Write Padi

SAN

Box 1614, Palo Alto, CA 94302.

attend
Our
weekly
meetings on TueSday at 7:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Non-

Western Pacific. We need a dynamic
and ambitious self starter seeking
an excellent career opportunity will

Two

9We

formation.

and Stripes, the Department of Defense newspaper for U.S. military
a, -1 government employees in the

etc

Theses.

IBM Selectric

LOST:
CAT at SJSU. Female,
Looks like chm
Hymalayan
Pt
Slornach
shaved
Siamese
and
stitches. White Ilea collar ’’Sissy’’

Ilaywood Ave. San Jose

Bob at 218-1700

MOTHER

Thousands

Cars in ORIGINAL or MINT con
Potion. such as English Dinky,
French Dinky, Corgi, Tekno. Ramo,

to

reward. 1.0. Bob ’redefine. Call 379%11 er 2111e 1407.

7416.
TUX RENTALS Sales/processing.
E xp. in men’s wear necessary. Call

51,600 to 53,100 summer

Casino’s,
needed
restaurants,
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc Send

Club

LI,

assistants

LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA.
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay!

54.95 for application,

Sierra

highly popular and advertised sys
terns use but at 1/3 to 1/2 the cost
Full muufaclurers warranty with

JOBS!

WANTED: By Toy Collector Top
prices paid for All European Toy

sponsoring a "Russian River Canoe
Trip- on May 10 and it. For in-

was found in. Call 297-2595.

coun
Lifeguard
HIRING
NOW
selors, horseback riding instructors.
counselors, and kitchen

Sonora,

If

Unlimited. Call Val at

TYPING

EASYTYPE I YPING SERVICE
using
books
theses
autorntrc typing Cali 200 0411. SC
Reports

complete line of quality

loudspeakers and kits WHOLESALE
to the public Our sp rrrrrr use the
same components that most of the

general

Non-smoking 6,000 acre
coed ranch camp June IS to Aug 10.
board.
plus
room
and
Salary
and
Oakdale
between
Located

Selectric

un

on lust about EVERYTHING Con
Lis
I
I
Inge
o
perforrnance, qualify, etc. We man

FOUND: A Recycle Bookstore card
with a trade en value On the back, to
claim name the am? and book 0

Ii

ivihngrediving

accurate

BERKELEY

collect 14151 453-5711

CRUISEWORLD 20, 2575 Waft Ave
Box 60129, Sacramento, C IS/60

be... freedom! Yeah..

ATTENTION:

Lost and Found

FAST

ES HAS IT!
SAVE THIS AD1 It
aefore you purchase any hit, car
stereo. TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG 015
COUNTS on over 310 maior brands
of equipment Good prrces available

blue
book bag lost near Student Union S20

SYSTEMS ANALYST AND COM
PUTER PROGRAMMER in COBOL
urgently needed by the PactIrc Stars

WORK mailable now at Southwest
Cupertino,
[inhale,
Jose.
San
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
Doors. Apply in person at 210 South

She help with vocational, personal

ROOM for rent JO a foreign student

I’M

S.J. Call Mr Scott at 294-7610

EVANGELICALS ion-ierne-41- has
B ible study for gay men and women.

Services.
COUNSELING
SJSU
Available to all Students who would

selection of the highest Irdeirly at the
lowest prices AUDIO ENTERPRIS

Los Angel!,

DRIVERS: Melody Ice Cream Co.
Full or part time. Apply 9.1 p.m 351
N. Montgomery 1 blk. No. of Julian,

which give lesbians and gay Me.. the
Opportunity to meet, learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues We meet in

the

CS

i

DEXTER
Shrine PI

U S

Sales Course, CALL 249.5275.

it
I
1

2039
90007

Jim at 1171.5074 for rnore into.

meets 7.30 em.nnesdays in /he
Women’s Center. For more in

5550 for complete price quotes or
more info, SMWFS. 10 to 10 Ask for
KEN Look to A E for the wrdest

facture
E ASY extra income 5500 to 111,000
guaranteed stuffing envelopes Send
self addressed, stamped envelope

and gay men GSU provides a blend
of social and educational ac, vibes

Council Chamber s

near

11,

TUTOR wanted to teach my It year
old boys Swedish. Berry.. area

CAMPUS
Financial

:

No.

FREE TICKETS: Hear millionaire
who’s income is in top I percent of

279 GAYS.

t

7480 16595 Sabado Tarde,
Goleta. CA 93011.

Call 2511 1167

every Thurs. in

available

house

school Male or female. 6130/mo
Call Mike or Dearest 2754276.

teaching, oil industry and more.
For
in
1980 employer listings.
formation. send 53 to Alas., Box

business
opportunities for the ’Ms. Contact

at 1 pm

ROOM

in

at OM 72S5 eves.

SJSU GSU: Gay Student Union is a
supportive Organization for lesbians

the S.0

_

al S year prirts AND labor Shipped
drrect from wholesale distributors to
VOW door in I to is dms, CM! 255

in American tensity home. Call Bette

required. Call 1200)0475240.
Model 2220 Amp/Receiv.
et.. 2 M rrrrr Imperial 50 speakers,

formation on any of our events, Call

s
ii
r
e
1

Other

TWO bedroom turn apt lor rent
$370.’mo plus deposits Call 287 751,0
Ion appl

Palo Alto, CA 94306. Postage paid.

101.!

c
r

in

1127

Country Club Rd.. Newport News,

1141.

P

r

RADIO

SIZES. Skirts, $IM plus
SI 10
Pottage and handling. Pants. S9 95
plus 11.50 postage and handling
Dealer

In

5

JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
11400 to $2,000
Good Pay
round
monthly. All fields perks, fisheries.

TO
SOFA
drl ran
p m

Suernari
, eau., ed
eperieme
with

cultures. Cali 374,9954.
_

HOSPITAL SCRUB CLOTHES ALL
BEEN MAK ING
kit selling Mr 629.95 makes 9
gail..is of delicious brew, and then

uirst

Malt beer with 5 percent alcohol and
,1901 have to go out to buy 0 We’ll
Brve you individual instruction, or

Y.

foreigners.

For Sale

auiographs.

7o
is

Manager: Golden Gate
Language School, 511 W Hamilton
Ave No 110. Campbell Part lime
now, lull time July Gen office and
badr
accounting
Typing,
rep
Cr rrrrrr tonl
Most
have

WANTED
Baseball cards. year
books and world series programs,
statues,
sports
memorabilia QUICK CASH See Or.
Lapin. BUS Tower 763 or call 837
Sit’

OFFICE

May 5. 1980

Dal.

May 5. 1980

6

Chimpanzees’ sexual roles
subject of Goodall lecture
-continued from page 1
Goodall, along with her
husband, has been studying one
particular group of chimpanzees
and described hoe a male adult
referred to as "Mike" became the
’Alpha ’ male, which means he was
the leader of the society.
Goodall explained how Mike was
overthrown from the Alpha position
when another male, Humphrey,
attacked him and took over the top
ranking
Dui particular society Goodall
has been observing has six adult
males who -traveled together and
patrolled the boundaries of the home
range "
-They have close and supportive relationships despite the fact
that they all compete for the top
ranking position." Goodall added.
Adolescent chimpanzees are
submissive and it is a "considerably
frustrating time for the males." she
said. At the age of 6, some males
start charging the older females to
establish their dominance."
After the male dominates the
females, at the age of about 14 or 15,

Lou Fedorski
WHAT KIND OF STUPID
JERK COMES To A
SCREECHING

constantly alert," Goodall said,
citing one example where one
chimpanzee distracted a male while
the other chimpanzees took turns
with his female.

he enters the hierarchy of adult
males, and begins to challenge
them, Goodall explained.
There are three basic mating
patterns in this chimpanzee society.
Goodall spoke of the
"promiscuous situation" where a
certain sexually popular female will
become the center of a group of
adult males.
-There is surprisingly little
aggression on the part of the adult
males," Goodall explained with a
candid tone. "They all seem to line
up and take their turn.
"It is amazing to see six or
seven males mate with the same
female with only a matter of seconds
in between," she added, provoking
laughter from the audience.
Another mating pattern is the
possessive male situation where a
male chimpanzee will interfere if
another male makes gestures
toward "his female." But Goodall
added if a high-ranking male makes
a gesture toward a low-ranking
male’s interest, "all he can do is sit
back and watch."
"A possessive male must be

The final pattern of mating is
called "consortment." This is when
a male will take a female chimpanzee away from the group during
her fertile period and that way he
has a good chance of siring infants.
Goodall explained how male
chimpanzees get agitated when the
females do succumb to their advances.
Fifi, the most popular female.
"behaved almost like a nymphomaniac," Goodall said, adding
that Fifi was almost always more
than willing to mate, "while other
young females would scream and
run away."

Profs taken to dinner
Hilar} K. Hann
Take a profesor to
dinner? It seemed like a
good idea to Jo Stuart,
resident director of
Washburn Hall.
In March, Stuart
started a program where

There is no such thing as rape in
this chimpanzee society. If a female
does not respond appropriately, the
male -may attack her but he certainly does not rape her," Goodall
said.

Blood drive draws 300 volunteers
Filen Goodwin
Bandaged arms were a
common sight in the
Student Union last week
when 300 people donated
blood during the three-day
American Red Cross blood
drive

’bale said as she lay on
one of the 12 donating
tables set up in the Loma
Prieta Room.
"I figure I owe it to
someone else," she went
on.
-Once a person does

After giving blood,
Weinstein had started
sweating and breathing
rapidly. A nurse held a
paper bag over his mouth
until
his
breathing
returned to normal.
-Right now 1 feel

activity."

refreshments. "One of the
effects of giving blood is
that it makes you lightheaded."

A close catch is kept
on all donors during the
entire 45 minutes to an hour
that they spend at the
donation center, head
nurse Hazel Fowle explained.
Problems are very
rare, according to nurse
Arleen Weisbod.
"These are a great
bunch of kids," Weisbod
said. "They did splendid."

The Red Cross has
conducted a blood drive
every semester at SJSU for
more than 20 years.
This semester, the Red
Cross was assisted by the
Arnold Air Society, ATO
and nursing students.

MA le tail. 19.1111111

SAN JOSE
PREMIERE.
THE AWARD
WINNING
DEPRESSION
DRAMA

NORTHERN
LIGHTS

According to Stuart,
there are very iew faculty
that either know the
Commons or the dorms
exist, or have ever been in
them.

students in her dorm whom
she thought might be interested in going.
Although the dinners
have been advertised
throughout the residence
halls, Stuart said students
have been shy about calling
to express interest in going.
She said she accepts a
maximum of eight students
to attend so it’s not too
crowded and everyone can
get a chance to talk.
"It’s very selfish how it
all got started," Stuart
said.
"I personally like to
get together with faculty
and students, so I sent

letters to faculty I knew
who might be interested
and got responses from
them."
Three professors have
accepted the dinner invitations so far.
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Wedding Pa, kage Includes
findal Bouquet

Stuart began by asking

M atd ot Mono, Bouquet
?father s BoulonnierS,
and Mush Arrangements
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$59.99
other plans
available

246-7272
’ 800 Scott Blvd.
:3294 El Camino Real
Santa Clara

KlNKO’S CORES
481 E SAN CARLOS ST
(408) 295.551 I
123 SO THIRD ST (408) 295-4336
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Margaret Jones gives blood during Red Cross blood drive in S.U.
it." Canelo said, "they get
a good feeling about it."
Although no donors
fainted during the threeday drive, some came
fairly close.
"Most of our reactions
are from nerves." Canelo
said. These reactions can
range from hyperventilating, to sweating, to
faintness.
"You’re looking at a
person who doesn’t look too
well," SJSU senior Mitch
Weinstein said as he adjuster! the wet paper towels
draped over his forehead
and neck.

"It seemed to me it
would be nice for students
to get to know faculty
outside of class and vice
versa," Stuart said.
The dinners are held on
whatever night is convenient for the visiting
professor, complete with
candles and a white
tablecloth.
Before 5:30 p.m.,
Stuart said students meet
in her dorm apartment and
get acquainted with the
professor.

Its stupid to pay more when we 11 make high
’quality Xerox copies for you for only 4C.
And 31/2( overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8C.
No minimums

’’The majority of
people are euphoric about
what they just did," said
SJSU junior Steven Cohen.
who was serving the

AMIEIC
IDNE

dorm students can talk and
have dinner in the Dining
Commons with a professor.

2 MOTher S Corsages

After giving blood,
spent
apdonors
proximately 15 minutes
sipping coffee or punch and
eating cookies in order 6,
rest.

The donated blood will
be distributed as needed in
32 hospitaLs throughout
four counties, according to
ARC nurse Jo Ann Canelo.
-Our policy is that
anyone who needs blood
gets it." Canelo said.
"They don’t have to
replace it.
"We rely on the
community at large that is
well to supply the blood."
Canelo said
"I received a blood
transfusion once after
surgery and I figure it
pretty much saved my
life." SJSU senior Nancy

..IN ’THE MIDDLE OF THE
eLOCK .rusr TO
KEEP FROM MTT/N4
AN ANIMAL.

great," Weinstein said with
a smile. "Of course, this is
not a daily type of fun

BOUND FOR
GLORY
7 00
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mug amp. Lwook3, IS EASY!
Join the other summer session students who
have found living in our residence halls an
easier way to go to school.
For Information or Application, Call:
S.J.S.U. I lonsum Office, (408) 2772126
I
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Human Performance
Majors’ Club will meet today at 2:30 p.m. by the barbeque pit outside the Women’s Gym. For further information, phone Ed Trost
at 277-2181 or Erlinda Tulioc at 275-8299.

Anne Storen at 255-3433.
The Sierra Club meeting will feature a speech on
"The Natural History of
Nepal" tomorrow night at
7:30 in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

La Cosa Nueva will
Recreation students
meet today at 5:30 p.m. in will sponsor "The Impact
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
of Public Voice on Leisure
Services" at their meeting
The A.S. Special Allo- tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
cations Committee will PER 279.
meet today at 1:30 p.m. in
the A.S. Council Chambers.
The SJSU Amateur RaFor more information, call dio Club will meet tomor277-3201 or visit the A.S. row at 2 p.m. at the Ham
office.
Shack. For further information, call Terry Finn at
REACH will sponsor a 297-9397.
talk on "Careers for WoThe Career Planning
men- by SJSU business instructor Betty Woodward and Placement Center will
tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the sponsor "How to Hunt for
S.U. Costa noa n Room. Summer Jobs" tomorrow
Everyone is invited. For at 12:30 p.m. in the S.U. Almore information, call maden Room.
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The Wednesday Cinema
May 7 & 8
$1.50
Morris

7 & 10 P.M.
Dailey Auditorium

i untied Its A,,.., ,.,,,’I

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers are people pretty much like you. People with commitment and
1=11
skills vvho have decided there must he more to life than iList holding down a job.
The problems that our volunteers deal with both overseas and here at home aren’t new. Such as the
ix..
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after another because they’re too busy holding on to get ahead.
The debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease. Education and skills that are lacking, and the means to
get them, too.
Former Volunteers will tell you that long hours and frustration come with the job, but that the satisfaction and rewards are immense. For many it has been the central event of their lives, with experiences
and new perspectives that few of them expected. As one Volunteer to Africa stated: -Don’t expect to
change the world. The Peace Corps experience will change your world.- The same is true for VISTA,
where you’ll discover that social change on behalf of the poor and disadvantaged is not only possible, but
essential. and that you can be a part of the pox ess.
=1
We are now accepting applications for several thousand one- and two-year volunteer positions that
begin in the next 12 months in c+5 oversed, "untries and throughout the U.S. Our representatives will be :=
IMM
pleased to dist l/NS the, opportunities with you

ON CAMPUS NOW
Through Thurs., May 8, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
OUTSIDE STUDENT UNION
*

*

n

*

Seniors and graduate students
Sign up for interviews, pick up applications, at
Career Planning, Rm. 13, School of Business, 277-2272
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